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talking with a professor in another university, to the fact that Union Seminary$ had

in recent years before that, departed so widely from the truth, and Princeton of course

up to 1929 had stood very solidly for it, and I had the impression that Union Seminary

had departed from New York comparatively shortly before that time. This man said to

me, no, you're quite wrong, he said, during the last half of the 19th century, he said,

the professors in Union Seminary followed the latest shifts and trends of Protestant

German criticism, and German theology, and youyf found those reflected in Union

Seminary during those years but he said Princeton was outside of the stream of

world theological thought, and stood on those1ld ideas that they had stood by in

the first part of the century. PrincetOn Put the Bible central and followed it through

that century, and other institutions were interested more in the thoughts of men, the

currents of the day. Now we are interested here at Faith in your being familiar with

the currents of the day, the terms of it too for that matter, we are interested in your

understanding and analyzing them, I am sure that our students know far more about

modernism and whet it holds , and about the arguments that are advanced by the

deniers of the Bible, than the student in any modernist seminary knows aLt ut the

viewpdnt that we hold " We try to give an understanding of these trends and of these

views, but we believe that that which should be foundational and primary is the

question of what does the Bible teach, what is the central thing that God has said,

and once we determine what God has said, we think that we should stand upon it.

Now I went to Princeton Seminary in 1924 to 1927, and during that time4I saw the

methods that were being used to try to destroy the testimony of that place. Because

the propaganda/was so rife in the country was the Fundamentalists are ignorant

people, untrained people, people who don,Yt know much, they're just holding the

old-fashbned medieval ideas about the Bible being literally true, no real scholar or

thinker can hold such views. Everybody said look at Princeton Seminary, look at these

professors with their Greek, and their stand, with their acceptance throughout the
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